
       
 
 

INTEGRATED SURVEILLANCE AND TARGETING SYSTEM FOR  
MECHANISED FORCES 

 
 

1. Name of the Proposal.  Integrated Surveillance and Targeting System for 

Mechanised Forces. 
 
2. User Directorate.     Directorate General of Armoured Corps. 
 
3. Operational Necessity.   Mechanised Warfare has been known for operational 
limitations in irregular terrain. Recent examples can be found in various battles of Syria and 
the Armenia- Azerbaijan conflict. Tank losses in modern conflicts remain a problem, 
especially when such losses are caused by cheap and innovative methods. In our context, 
Built Up Areas, obstacle ridden terrain and High Altitude Area restricts the frontages and 
manoeuvre space for mechanised forces making them vulnerable to anti tank weapons 
concealed from the direct sights of tanks. Close infantry support has been a classic way of 
countering such challenges but has inherent drawbacks of reducing the speed and tempo of 
operations and reducing the availability of infantry for other tasks. The rise of                   
unmanned sys (surveillance drones and loiter munition) on the battlefield has provided 

alternate and integrated solutions to this operational challenge.  
 
Broad Technological Specifications. 
 
4. Architecture. Integrated Surveillance and Targeting Platform for Mechanised 
Forces will be a combination of Surveillance Drone and Loiter Munition. Broad 
characteristics of the same are given in the succeeding paras. 
 
5. Surveillance Drones.  

 
(a) Launch Method.  These will be used for beyond line-of-sight surveillance 
and reconnaissance. The drone should have vertical take-off & Landing (VTOL) / 
tube/ cannon launched capability duly interfaced with its parent tank. 

 
 (b) Capabilities.      It should have following capabilities:- 
 
  (i) Day and night operation modes with EO/ IR sensors. 
 

(ii) To be launched and controlled from within the tank. 
 

(iii) Fully autonomous mode with option for mission planning control by the 
pilot from the tank. 

 
  (iv) Transmit high resolution live feed observed in real time. 
 
  (v) Transmit accurate coordinates and data of targets identified during the 
  flight. 
   

 (vi) Range & Flight Endurance. The range of surveillance drone 
should be minimum 15 kms (one way) with an endurance of minimum            
90 minutes. 
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6. Loiter Munition System.  

 
 (a) General. Loiter munition should be a tube launched system with 
 capability to observe, identify and destroy non line of sight targets with                   
 “man on the  loop’ control. 
 
 (b) Capabilities. 
 
  (i) Day and night operation modes. 
 

(ii) Launch. The munition should be tube launched with tubes fitted on 
the tank turret.  Configuration recommended is one tube in one system. 

 
(iii) Warhead. Multiple modular warheads which are effective against 

modern tanks, vehicles and personnel with Top - Attack capabilities. 
 
(iv) Range & Endurance. The range of loiter munition should be 
minimum 15 kms (one way) with an endurance of minimum 75 mins. 

 
7. Common Capbs. 

 
(a) Operating Altitude. The system should be able to operate in both 

plains and High Altitude Area at altitudes of up to 5500 mtr Above Mean Sea Level. 
 

(b) Security. Suitable anti jamming / spoofing features both for GPS 
navigation and secure communication link. The system should be able to operate in 
a GPS degraded/denied environment.  

 
(c) Control Unit. A ruggedized and compact GCS to be carried / fitted on 
the tank for the tank commander.  

 
(d) Artificial Intelligence Enabled Target Identification. The surveillance 

drone and loiter munition system should have AI enabled target identification 
alogorithms suitability integrated in the architecture. 

 
(e) Recovery. The system should be able to return post the mission or under 

adverse conditions  and should be able to be recovered and reused subsequently. 
 
8. Tentative  Quantity. 600 Systems (Each system will consist of one 
Surveillance Drone and one Loiter System).  The distribution is be as under :-- 
 

(a) Armd Regts. - 440 Systems. 
 
(b) Mech Inf Bns - 160 systems. 

 
  

9. Tentative Cost. To be determined post interaction with vendors. 
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10. Broad Time Lines.        To be determined post interaction with vendors.   

 
Conclusion 

 
11. Integrated Surveillance and Targeting System for Mechanised Forces is a niche 
technological concept and has been amply demonstrated in the recent conflicts across the 
globe. Indigenous capabilities to manufacture these platforms does exist and once inducted 
it will be a major step towards self-reliance in tune with our overall concept of Atma Nirbhar 
Bharat in defence sector. 
 
12. Contact Details. 
 

Col Sumeet Bhat 

Dte Gen of Armed Corps (AC-3) 

Sena Bhawan, IHQ of MoD (Army) 

New Delhi-110011 

Email - ddgmf.qmg-ihq@nic.in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


